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Boundless Love 
Partha Sarathi Mondal 

Assistant Professor, 

Shibpur Dinobundhoo  

Institution (College). 

 

O, how Thy blessings did Thou shower, 

Building with love an Infinite bower, 

Where come men of many castes and creeds 

To break the torments of worldly lids. 

His ardent eyes watched day after day, 

Musing worldly mud in which he lay; 

Once his longing broke hesitation's gate 

And to the Divine Feet lay prostrate; 

To wonder Divine Ecstatic Fit, 

While Divine Face was Divinely lit; 

Will not he who was lowly in caste 

Garner blessing of the Divine Dust? 

The Divine Lips uttered in a rave 

And an unasked boon suddenly gave: 

At the time of his final farewell, 

In his vision the Divine will swell, 

To cut asunder illusion's veil 

And ferry his ketch, dispersing gale; 

Divine Love knows no caste, birth or race; 

In whole cosmos resides Divine Grace! 
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A Prayer to Break Bonds 

Ah, a symphonic strain of melody 

Melted into my mind, 

Which at least for brief hours leaped up in Joy 

Of realm another kind. 

The pious sounds of many a conch were heard 

From far, distant house; 

And the tranquil air of evening hour 

Introspection did rouse. 

Slowly silently the air calmed down in 

With a wish for prayer, 

Which accompanied then my struggling mind 

To muse His smile with care. 

My swinging surging mind dangled to and fro 

Deterring cherished mission, 

For which I wove garland with efforts' flowers 

To have glimpse of vision! 

When I leant before Him I regretted 

Filthy fate of housefly, 

Which sitting to savour instinctual dirt 

Leads in the life to die! 

Cut bonds which me doth tie; 

In Thy lap let me lie, 

Bidding all knots goodbye, 

And unfold inward eye !!! 
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Lightning in Darkness 

O, may I behold the Light in such night 

As pitchy sky shrouds the Earth like an arch, 

Even owls’ sharp eyes for preys do march, 

In such a thunder and lightning and rain, 

I invoke Heaven to wipe shabby stain. 

 

Oh! So silent is the swooning breezes 

Even noisy seems the beatings of heart 

But too tough to trace rough unconscious art 

Which but sports with me to cast Fate-inked pain 

That I neither blame nor smile though I’m slain! 

 

Nothing’s visible since gloom is piled on gloom; 

In such gloom-wrapped night howling wild is heard 

And in safely knitted nests sleeps the bird 

Who is deeply lost in slumberous main 

As can’t feel when will be torn the dark chain! 

 

I hear distant symphony of thunder 

And regret why I search for Love outside 

Instead of plunging deep under the tide; 

But only glow-worms through window-pane 

Essay to compose little lights but in vain! 

 

Oh! The mercy melts off in self-wrought deeds 

That ink what I am in my dark-delved sky 

Where Autumn’s white-winged cloudlets never fly; 

Still, the pitiful eyes gaze from the framed-up lane  

And a scanty glance gives vibe in blue den. 
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Break, Break, Break 

 

Invisible charm of Chain 

Fastening softer Love,  

Spells to sleeping sport Fain, 

With phantasm makes mind Fond ! 

Break, Break, O, Break the Bond ! 

The blossoms yonder Gape: 

The butterfly flutters, 

Pulled by colored flowers' Shape:  

Unknowing, 'charm' Time'll Mar ! 

Break, Break, O, Break the Bar ! 

A oasis is Found; 

Cuckoo's sonorous voices  

Sedates sweat to be Bound:  

Oblivious of His Letters , - 

O, Break, Break, Break the Fetters ! 

Rhythmic waves lapping Shore, 

Wash gently the temple feet, 

Under shark's thirst for Gore, 

Stopping sand downward Banes,- 

Break, Break, O, Break the Fence ! 

Life's river always doth Flow:  

No pause as there's no cause,  

Carrying the Sun's Glow,- 

Daunted, can't mingle sea's Floor ! 

Break, Break, O, Break the Door ! 

Frisking fish in sport Set, 

Content with amusement ; 
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Soon to be snared in Net, 

Who didst frolic of Late, - 

Break, O, Break, the iron Gate ! 

Indulgence in fleshed Sweat:  

No harm of 'rosy charm'; 

The Poet lost Divine Weight,  

Having been inert Sod: 

Break, O, break golden Rod ! 

Asleep in dale of Child; 

The mild, meek weep dost sweep; 

Fight of yore rendered Mild: 

Complacency dost Mock, -  

Break, Break, O, Break the Rock ! 

Death approaches with Knell; 

Tomorrow, Tomorrow,  

Lost, forgetting temple-Bell 

That sans devotion Moans,- 

Break, Break, O, Break the Stones ! 
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Witness to Duality  

An unpleasant slash of sound  

Twenty-four hours ticking round. 

Flute fails to pipe melodious voice; 

Mind is maimed to freely rejoice.  

Extinguished is heart's tiny lamp: 

Millions of births it lay unflamed and damp; 

Pious was the moment it was ignited a bit 

And the gloomiest niche of the chasm was lit, 

Illuminating all the shaded stones and weeds, 

Planting and sowing Time's fostered future- seeds 

Which now shoot tender branch and stem; 

A din-tossed dejected dream reclines beneath them; 

Lying on debonair grass of memory-mingled past  

That rues the dry deserts of the sun-baked dust to fade fast!  

The sweaty traveller treads sandy mirth of prickly pear; 

The short-lived lull in a bewitching oasis is caressed dear! 

 

Lying Cushioned on the grassy blossoms tossed by the breeze  

Shrill-throated songs of seasonal feathers his dream increase!  

Contented in soft-pillowed pleasure of shady stupor so cool  

Still, an awakened consciousness for the recoiled fire pays pull 

An inner urge to blaze blocked fire to cleanse the passion-pouring mire 

To come out from conflict-caged tug-of-war that sets soul in crisis 

dire! 

A dilemma-driven disruption that bewilders the mind to muse  

Whether it's a bewitching beauty or a duty-rock so big and huge!  

 

Let's stop seeking this beauty; 
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Let's finish feigning this duty; 

Let's unmask the hidden hues of charm; 

Let's ban being glued with haunting harm 

Conjuring mind with all the non-self spell 

On etherised soul stretched to hear death-knell! 

 

O listen! The sonorous strain of wavy foam  

On azure-adorned reflection gliding to roam.  

Shades of ships dip in distant dye of sun; 

Stars climb to peer in the horizon dun. 

O behold sinuous stream in sun-dipped dale, 

A flower-decked Fay there tells divine tale: 

Birth and death as cycles of Her humor; 

Beauty-duty nothingness-ridden rumor; 

Life laments or laughs at wink of Her eyes  

And ceasing the short stint it homeward flies; 

Her wanton sport are all the dual forms  

In Nature's changing laws or man-made norms. 

 

Lamenting or smiling- it never boots; 

Dichotomic poles are meaningless moots! 

Let's leap in joy when rings the vesper bells; 

Dance in destruction when ravage the gales! 

Be eternal witness to all the currents' race: 

Merge, mingle, melt into the eternally present space! 
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